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A new year always provides a time to review the year just ended. During 2016, SCBWI New 
Mexico offered a variety of opportunities for members. Shop Talks and Illustrator meetings, free 
and open to the public, took place monthly. In April, PAL members were invited to participate in 
a Barnes and Noble Bookfair to promote their books. This successful weekend was a fundraiser 
for our chapter as well as a way to increase awareness of our fabulous New Mexico authors and 
illustrators and their work.  
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Member News

Notes From Linda

Also in April and again in August, workshops were offered free to registered members. The first featured PAL members 
Shirley Duke and Hester Bass discussing aspects of non-fiction. In August, Caroline Starr Rose presented a workshop on 
picture book writing. In July, the Enchantment Show showcased the work of our fabulous authors and illustrators at Los 
Griegos library.

The year wrapped up with our bi-annual Handsprings Conference on November 11 and 12 at the Bosque Center on the 
west side. The conference brought editors Wendy McClure of Albert Whitman and Victoria Rock of Chronicle Books as 
well as agent Tracey Adams of Adams Literary. Attendees were treated to a selection of workshops and keynotes and the  
opportunity to interact one-on-one with these publishing professionals.

For 2017, we are looking forward to new opportunities. Shop Talks and Illustrator meetings will continue. We are  
planning to repeat the Barnes and Noble Bookfair in May. We hope to bring Caldecott award winning artist Molly Idle for 
a workshop in April (Molly was unable to attend the Handsprings Conference as originally scheduled) and a free poetry 
workshop with Cynthia Grady during late summer/early fall. And, of course, 2017 is the year for our Hummingbird Retreat 
scheduled for late October. Please watch the e-lerts for specific information regarding these activities and more.

Finally, SCBWI-New Mexico is undergoing some significant change. While I have greatly enjoyed my four years as RA, as 
of January 23, Michele Hathaway Tuton became the Regional Advisor. She is joined on the Regional Team by Shirley Duke 
as Assistant Regional Advisor. Melinda Beavers remains as Illustrator Coordinator. Many, many thanks to this outstanding 
and dedicated team for stepping up as volunteers to lead us into the future.

Kit Coyote Book Launch
Rosemary Zibart Book will launch her new book Kit Coyote: A Brave Pup (illustrated 
by Sani Wright) at BookWorks in ABQ on Feb. 11,  11 a.m.  The event at BookWorks is 
called: Kids in Crisis: Foster Care in NM and will feature people serving foster children 
like CASA, the Heart Gallery and CYFD.

A similar event was held for a SRO crowd in Santa Fe at Collected Works last month 
and Rosemary hopes to go to Taos and Las Cruces with events that use the book launch 
to call attention to the needs of foster children. 

The Eyes of Pharaoh Republished
Spellbound River Press is republishing Chris Eboch's middle 
grade historical mystery, The Eyes of Pharaoh, releasing February 
24. Set in 1177 BC Egypt, this story of drama and intrigue brings 
an ancient world to life as three young friends investigate a plot 
against the Pharaoh. The cover art is by SCBWI New Mexico 
member Lois Bradley.
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Triple Book Launch Event

Caroline Starr Rose, Brenda Drake, and Kimberly Little are 
all launching books  

on February 7th with the following appearances:

Tuesday, February 7th: Bookworks in Albuquerque. 6:00 p.m. 
Thursday, February 23rd: Page 1 Bookstore in Albuquerque. 

6:30 p.m

Saturday, February 11th, Brenda Drake & Kimberley Griffiths 
Little will be signing at the Coronado Barnes & Noble in 

Albuquerque at 1-3 p.m.

Janie Chodosh  
Code Red Book Launch

Code Red, (Poisoned Pen Press) the second book in the Faith Flores 
Science Mysteries, comes out on Feb. 7th. Janie Chodosh will be hav-
ing a book release event at Collected Works in Santa Fe on Feb. 25th 
at 6 p.m. The event will feature door prizes and a staged reading by 
theater students from New Mexico School for the Arts.

In addition, Wild Lives, Leading Conservationists on the Animals 
and the Planet they Love (with Lori Robinson) comes out April 18th 
with Skyhorse Press. 

For more information, please visit janiechodosh.com

http://janiechodosh.com/
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Events and Workshops

Third Saturday Critique Group
Third Saturdays,  Noon to 2:00 p.m.,  

Erna Ferguson Library, 3700 San Mateo NE, Albuquerque

Yarnspinners Meeting
The first of our as-needed, when-called meetings of the 
Santa Fe SCBWI Critique Group “Yarnspinners” will be 
held Wednesday February 1st from 2 to 4 at the Main 
Library, upstairs in the Pick Room (opposite the children’s 
collection – appropriately!)  If you’ve ever thought of 
checking us out, do pay a call – we don’t know when the 
next meeting might be!  

For further information, contact Paige Grant:  
paigeanna@comcast.net.

SCBWI-NM Illustrator  
Open Studio Sessions

Set aside some time to get some work done and share 
experiences, tips, and techniques with our fellow SCBWI 
members!

Date/ Time:  3:30-5:30 p.m., 1st and 3rd Fridays of each 
month 
Location: The Craft Room — Manzano Mesa Multi  
generational Center, 501 Elizabeth St. SE, 87123 ABQ 
Cost: Free, but technically everyone should to be members 
of either Manzano Mesa or North Domingo Baca Center. 
The only requirement is that you live in Bernalillo County 
and fill out the paperwork to join: only $13/year

An Open Studio is intended to foster creativity and  
encourage experimentation in an atmosphere of cultural 
exchange, conversation, encouragement, and freedom of 
expression— a space made accessible to everyone, where 

artistic or creative work can be viewed and  
created collaboratively.

Free, Members-only, Summer 
Workshop

Be gorgeous; that is what Ursula LeGuin asks of writers. 
Whether writing poetry, fiction, or nonfiction, the 
attention we pay to the details of language elevates our 
writing and storytelling from merely good to gorgeous. Join 
Cynthia Grady in this workshop where we will open the 
poet’s toolkit and explore metaphoric thinking, cadence, 
and imagery. We’ll take a close look at what poets do with 
language, as well as how they do it, adapting these key tools 
to infuse our own writing with power and beauty.

Date TBA

Steep by Jason Androo Smith

mailto: paigeanna@comcast.net
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Shop Talks

For Writers 7PM:
Feb. 14: Love Your Writing

Do you have a love-hate relationship with writing? Are you cruelly critical of yourself? Do you feel like the publishing 
industry exists to torment you? Is your relationship with writing turning toxic? In honor of Valentine’s Day, let’s talk about 
how to build a healthy relationship with writing and the publishing business. To prepare, think about your own  
relationship with writing, and check out these posts: 

Love Yourself, Love Your Writing, by Charlotte Rains Dixon: http://wordstrumpet.com/2013/08/love-yourself-love-your-writing.html 
How to Love Writing Again, by James Chartrand: http://menwithpens.ca/how-to-love-writing-again/  
How to Fall Back in Love with Writing, by Jeff Goins: http://goinswriter.com/love/ 

March 14: Beguiling Beginnings

We’ll discuss how to get your stories off to a fantastic start.

April 11: Maddening Middles

For many writers, the middle of the story is where things fall apart. We’ll discuss ways to maintain excitement and clarity in 
the middle of your manuscript, to keep readers turning pages.

 

All shop talks are located at Room 6,  
North Domingo Baca Multi generational Center,  

7521 Carmel Ave NE, Albuquerque, NM 87113

For Illustrators 6PM: 
February 14: Ink Techniques

Join us a little earlier than usual at 5:15pm for a special online class from Skillshare: Yuko Shimizu’s Ink Drawing Techniques: 
Brush, Nib, and Pen Style. We’ll watch through a series of short videos from this award-winning illustrator about her ink 

drawing techniques. The class includes a project we can 
work on, on our own and share at the next meeting! Bring 
your notebooks, you’ll want to take some good notes!

March 14: Group Critique! 

We’ve had a month to play and experiment after watching 
Yuko’s amazing Skillshare videos — let’s share our results!

April 11: Molly Idle Prep

In preparation for the upcoming Molly Idle workshop, we’re 
going to listen to and discuss a podcast interview with Molly 
from 2016. Bring pencils/pens/paper to take notes and 
doodle!

April 29: Molly Idle’s full-day IllustratorWorkshop. 

More information to come.
Curious Bear by Melinda Beavers
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Focus is essential to achieving your goals. You must declare a 
heading, point your ship in that direction, and sail as straight 
as you can to your destination. In my experience, however, 
finding focus is in itself a journey where the only markers are 
breadcrumbs. 

A couple of years ago I only knew I wanted to be an illustrator. 
I chose this only because I loved reading folktales and fairytales 
and some of them would give me such vivid images in my head 
that I had to draw them.  This led me to the SCBWI meetings. 

I did not know what to expect of these meetings. I thought I 
could at least meet a few illustrators who might give me the 
next breadcrumb to follow. What they gave me was better than 

a bunch of old stale bread. They pointed me to a signpost that read Children’s Books. Happily down this path I skipped. 
However, it is not a straight road and it is not an easy road. For someone like me, who is interested in the details and has a 
hard time looking up to see the big picture, things can become clouded again. I felt like this until Handsprings. 

Up until this last October I had not had a real portfolio. I carried my original paintings, all of which were of different 
subjects and mediums, around with me in an old Arches Watercolor Pad. I knew it was neither cohesive nor professional. 
It was the threat of meeting real editors and agents that forced me to pull myself together. Even while feeling proud of my 
portfolio, I felt unsure. Would these wonderful faculty members see any good in my work? This is the feeling I took with 
me going into the event. 

On the morning of the first day, my feelings overwhelmed me. I got up before the 
sun, hurriedly dressed, grabbed my portfolio and ran to the car. My poor friend 
Jane was rudely woken by me pounding on her door. “Let’s go! Let’s go!” I hollered. 
She kindly and patiently informed me that I had misread the schedule and that we 
weren’t supposed to go until 7:00 p.m. I shamefacedly slunk back to my house and 
tried to wrangle my emotions.  

I can’t say what I expected of the event, exactly. I was sure I would learn a lot about 
publishing and preparing for publishing. I thought I might get a polite nod towards 
my portfolio and some general encouragement to keep working at it. I did not expect 
the kind, extremely helpful critique I received from Victoria Rock, Editor-At-Large 
of Chronicle Books, on that first night of social hour. Within moments, she gave me a 
list of strengths that she saw in my work. In the past, I have received helpful critiques 
and kind comments from friends, mentors, and professors on my work. I appreci-
ate every single one of those words. Those words helped me to create a portfolio in 
which an industry professional was able to pick out assets she saw in my paintings. 
The list of attributes she pointed out cleared the fog that had wrapped me to this 
point. Yes! I thought. If I just focus on lighting and characterization in the future… 

Newbie Illustrator Experiences  
Handsprings 2016

Jeanne Bowman
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For me, this was the highlight of the event. But 
this was just the beginning! The next day was 
filled with so much knowledge my head swam. 
Wendy McClure, the Senior Editor at Albert 
Whitman, gave a Keynote speech that spoke to 
the core of a problem I had been wrestling with 
for some time: validating myself as an artist 
and being able to struggle with a work without 
broadcasting it. She spoke of finding moments 
that give you permission and digging deeper.  I 
left that first speech feeling incredibly pumped.

 Next, I attended the Ask the Editor session 
with Victoria Rock. This session left me with 
the first impression of that day with the word, “distinctive.” This was the word that I heard repeated continuously. I was able 
to view the incredible, beautiful books that Chronicle Books creates and I went to the next session feeling as if I was  
beginning to get a handle on how such books are published. 

The faculty panel taught us how to query work and the importance of a social media presence (thankfully, not as important 
as I had previously thought). Going into the “All in the Family” Panel with Tracy Adams of Adams Literary I gained an  
appreciation for the special relationship one can have with an agent and made a note for myself to start looking. Later on, 
in her keynote, I became enamored of her agency. Perhaps in the future…I thought. 

In the final break out session, I once again followed Victoria Rock around like a lost puppy and furiously tried to take notes 
on believing in what you have to say, and finding a distinctive way to say it.  To put the cherry on the sundae, at the end of 
the event I received my much longed for critique from Molly Idle. Molly is the author/illustrator of Flora and the Flamingo, 
Sea Rex, Tea Rex, and many, many others. In her encouraging and professional notes she gave me actionable steps to im-
prove my work. With her words, I felt as if I could see the path ahead to the next milestone. 

Then, like a beautiful dream, it was suddenly over. My head felt heavy on my neck, being so stuffed with knowledge. As 
night fell I wobbled my way home, feeling enriched and encouraged to continue down this chosen path of a children’s book 
illustrator. 

Thank you to all of the volunteers who arranged this event. It was fun, informative and encouraging. 

On the edge of this

chasm – wide and deep, opaque – 

I cast pages forth.

ON SUB
Maddy McBride

Don't Eat Your Greens By Monica DiBisceglie

Handsprings 2016
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An Interview with Erin Hagar  

Straight from the Source:

Interview by Caroline Starr Rose

Erin Hagar writes fiction and nonfiction for children and teens. She grew up on Maryland’s Eastern Shore and now lives in Baltimore 
with her husband, two children, and a few too many pets. Erin works in curriculum and instruction at the University of Maryland, 
Baltimore and holds an M.F.A. in Writing for Children from Vermont College of Fine Arts. Her books include Julia Child: An Ex-
traordinary Life in Words and Pictures (Duopress, 2015), Awesome Minds: The Inventors of LEGO Toys (Duopress, 2016), Doing 
Her Bit: A Story of the Woman’s Land Army of America (Charlesbridge, 2016). 

Doing Her Bit: A Story Of The Woman’s Land 
Army Of America (a Junior Library Guild 
selection) 

Many of us know about Rosie the Riveter. But 
what about her spunky older sister, the  
Farmerette? Based on real people and real 
events, Doing Her Bit tells the story of Helen 
Stevens, a New York City college girl who 
volunteered to serve her country during WWI 
by joining the Woman’s Land Army of America. 
Learning to farm to was one thing.  
But convincing skeptical farmers they could do 
the work? That was something else.

What typically comes first for you: a 
character? An era? A story idea? How do 
you proceed from there?

In this case, it was an NPR interview! 
Years ago, I listened to author Elaine 
Weiss  talk about her book about the 
Woman’s Land Army, a Progressive-era 

effort that was patriotic and revolutionary. As male farmhands engaged in war efforts, particularly moving from farms 
to factories, women trained as farm laborers and then were paid men’s wages to provide seasonal labor. I couldn’t  
believe I’d never heard about these women. And I knew kids would love this can-do story.

It took a couple of years to find the right way in to this book. At first, I wanted a group of women to be the main  
character, since they trained and worked in teams. But once I let Helen Stevens (a real Farmerette) take the wheel, the 
story really took shape.
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Do you have a specific system for collecting data? 

Oh, gosh, for physical stuff, it’s a mess of piles and stacks, partly because I’m working without an office. I prefer to be 
organized, though, I really do. The system in my imaginary office is amazing! Seriously, the writing program Scrivener has 
been a great way for me to organize my research and drafts. You can keep all kinds of files and websites in there, and pull 
them up right up alongside the text you’re writing to compare them side-by-side. I think Scrivener is worth the effort to 
learn.

What’s your favorite thing about writing historical fiction? 

My first two books were non-fiction, and I thought Doing Her Bit would be, too. In fact, all the characters in the book are 
real, and many of the details come right from Helen Stevens’ own account of her experience. But I loved having the chance 
to create some dramatic moments that highlighted the Farmerette’s struggles to learn to farm and be taken seriously in 
their communities. Imagining the dialogue was a lot of fun, too. I guess my favorite thing about historical fiction is that 
you still feel those magic creative moments, when the story just clicks together, but you don’t have to create everything. 
The story’s raw materials are right there, waiting for you to find them. 

Has your research ever affected the overall trust of your book? How so?

Yes, absolutely. I mentioned that it took me a while to figure out the shape of this book. For a long time, I wanted the 
Farmerettes to be a collective character–a unit– since that’s how they trained and worked. Early drafts were filled with  
passages like this:

… The government folks made speeches.  The farmers fretted.   And the women, well, they did what they’d always done.  They 
got together and figured out a way. 

They recruited volunteers– women who were willing to uproot themselves from their colleges, their factory jobs, their families.  
Together, those women learned how to work the land, to do their bit to serve their country.

But with no single Farmerette in the lead, the only character who really stood out was the farmer who had to decide 
whether to hire them. And that wasn’t the story I wanted to tell.

When I realized a single farmerette needed to be the protagonist, I rediscovered a New York Times piece that Helen  
Stevens wrote in 1918, describing her summer of service. I’d read it before and filed it away. But once I’d shifted my  
thinking, this same document was a magic treasure trove filled with juicy details I needed, like her fear of snakes and the 
horrible smell of the turnip plants. It was a great feeling to look at that document with new eyes.

Why is historical fiction important?

Whenever I start a project, I ask myself what would have interested child Erin in the topic. In the case of the Woman’s 
Land Army, child Erin might not have cared much about the WWI era or farming. But the idea that a group of people 
could uproot their lives to serve their country–moving to training farms, learning about every aspect of farming,  
exhausting their bodies –and then not get the chance to help farmers because they were women?  That sense of unfairness 
would have spoken to me. Historical fiction lets readers tap into those universal emotions and societal issues that always 
hover around us, and really feel what it might have been like to wear their work boots and get those blisters. That  
connection between emotion and history is everything.

Straight from the Source is an ongoing series of interviews 
with authors of historical fiction. See more at  

www.carolinestarrrose.com

https://carolinestarrrose.com/
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Two Techniques to Combat Artist's Block
Lois Bradley

I have yet to meet a creative person who has never faced the art-
ist's equivalent of writer's block. Few things are more intimidat-
ing than a blank sheet of paper, and intimidation (a.k.a. fear) is 
the enemy of creative progress. 

Breaking out of my rut requires fooling my brain into working 
despite the fear. Not any one technique works for everyone, but 
there are two things I rely on to keep working despite brain-
block. These exercises require that I have no expectations of 
creating final artwork while doing them, as well as recognizing 
that art materials are not wasted when they are used to combat 
creative block. I have a small folding table set up in my studio 
close to my worktable for utilizing these techniques whenever 
I find myself sitting and staring instead of making progress. 
It allows me to do some experimentation and mental exercise 
without interrupting the main project that is underway on my 
primary work surface. 

Here are two techniques I utilize regularly.  

Change Up The Paper Size and Tone

Paper comes in standard sizes and my brain associates those sizes with 
just about every fear that lurks in my subconscious. The result can be 
brain-freeze once my eyes lock onto that bright white 8 1/2x11 or 9x12 
piece of paper. A way to break through the ice is to cut up large sheets of 
paper ripped out of a sketchpad into odd sizes and shapes. The variety 
of shapes forces my brain to utilize the space in a non-traditional way. I 
might turn the paper 90 degrees and draw on the diamond shape, or cut 
out a large circle, or use a rectangle that is twice as long as it is wide. Any 
non-standard, symmetrical shape can be used. What you actually draw 
on the paper does not have to be related to your current project. If you 
are stuck on ideas, try blocking out a few letters of the alphabet in the 
font of your choice and then embellish. Or draw a page full of various 
sized ovals and turn them into a flock of birdies. Or let the shape of the 
paper drive your sketches. Even a sheet full of swirly pen strokes is a start.

In addition to changing up the size and shapes, I often draw on toned 
and/or patterned paper. Save gift bags, heavy wrapping paper, and the liners from cases of bottles to experiment with. Any 
surface without a water-resistant coating will work. Scrapbooking paper pads or rolls of heavy kraft (brown) paper can be 
found at hobby or discount stores. I am a big fan of sales and couponing, and regularly grab paper out of clearance bins 
without any definite idea of what I am going to do with it. Paper with neutral patterns on it can create interesting shape 
interactions during drawing. Along those same lines, using a dark background with light/white drawing instruments forces 
the brain to switch gears as I draw highlights rather than shadows. 
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Up-size the Drawing Instruments

I develop a comfort zone with drawing instruments by simple 
repetition. With that repetition comes mental reliance and 
muscle memory. Swapping out my beloved mechanical pencil 
for a thick graphite stick or a size 8 round brush loaded with 
ink forces me to modify the strokes and rethink what details 
are necessary. Changing up the size of my mark-marking 
inevitably loosens up my drawings as well. This can be effective 
when used in conjunction with the first technique. 

The goal is to break the paralysis that come with artist's block 
and keep it from becoming a serious hindrance to work flow. 
Once I remove the pressure to produce finished pieces of art 
and begin experimenting, work can usually begin on the main 
project within the hour. 

Lois Bradley is a local illustrator/author who has been involved 
in illustration, book design and/or production work for twelve 
books in both traditional publishing and work-for-hire roles and 
has a short story included in Chicken Soup for the Soul: My 
Very Good, Very Bad Cat, Chicken Soup for the Soul Publishing, 
2016. 

Use Writer's Block to Your Advantage
Suzanna E. Henshon, Ph.D.

Have you ever suffered from Writer’s Block?  Or worried that you’d never be able 
to write again? Sometimes we get frustrated and give up on writing for months at a 
time. But if you look at it positively, Writer's Block can be a wonderful opportunity to 
rethink your manuscript. It gives you a chance to reconsider the narration, plot, and 
even the way characters are depicted.

 So, you're sitting there just waiting for inspiration to happen. And there's no muse 
sitting on your shoulder. We've all been in this position, and it can be unbelievably 
frustrating. To make matters worse, there's no teacher there to help you through this 
process, and most people have very little understanding of what Writer's Block is. But 
we've all been there, and chances are you cannot only survive this moment, but thrive 
afterward.

 So, where do you go from here?

•   Take a little time off. Maybe you just aren't feeling up to writing that 300 page 
novel today. Maybe you need a little fresh air. So take the afternoon off, and just enjoy 
yourself. And don't feel guilty about that half-written novel waiting on your  
computer screen!

•   Figure out whether you are procrastinating or suffering from Writer's Block. Many 
of us love to procrastinate on projects, and then use Writer's Block as an excuse for 
why we aren't finishing projects. If you haven't been able to write for a few days, 
it probably is a genuine case of Writer's Block. But if it's been going on for 

Artist Block

The Tall Cottage by Melinda Beavers
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months, chances are that you are procrastinat-
ing instead.

•   Reread the story. Sometimes you are having 
trouble moving forward because you've lost 
your flow. The best way to regain this momen-
tum is to reread the story. You may be pleas-
antly surprised to discover that it is far better 
than you thought - and that your misgivings 
were ill-placed. Or you may discover there is a 
fissure in the story, a crack that is preventing it 
from working as a fluent narrative.

•   Rethink the story.  Does it flow?  Does it 
work? Do the internal inconsistencies cause 
the story to stop in its tracks, hitting a disas-
trous point in the text? Many times we focus 
on writing an exciting story, on getting the 
reader to turn the page.  But the problem is 
that sometimes this story is internally incon-
sistent, and that there are fissures so large that 
no character can jump over them.  If this is the 
case you need to rethink your story.

•   Think about what you can do today.  Even if it appears like your story is unsalvageable, there are probably things you 
can do today to get yourself out of this sand trap (or perhaps quicksand).  You may feel like the entire piece is hopeless, but 
don’t give up yet.  Maybe the problem is that you didn’t plot your novel out ahead of time, or you didn’t write a cause-and-
effect sequence of events but instead focused on specific incidents that happened to characters.  No matter what the issue 
is, you don’t want to throw this story away.

•   Remember that this piece could be a training ground for something bigger and better.  Many times writers forget that 
this is an apprenticeship, and that we often won’t see results until years down the road.  Frances Hodgson Burnett had to 
write Sara Crewe before she could write her classic novel, A Little Princess.  Perhaps you are in a similar, enviable situation 
– and you have to finish a pretty good book before you can write a great one.

•   Keep hoping that things will work out.  If you lose confidence in this this piece, it’s not the end of the world.  But if you 
quit on writing, this will be a road to nowhere.  So keep expecting things will work out, and look for the light at the end of 
the tunnel – even if you can’t find the tunnel. You never know what will happen!

This is an opportunity, not a problem.  When you have to reconsider a piece, or if you have trouble completing one, you 
are probably experiencing a “growth spurt” as a writer.  Just like in real life, this isn’t easy.  But keep the faith – and you may 
indeed turn that piece into something beyond your wildest dreams.

Don’t give up.  So many writers quit, so don’t let that happen to you.  Each obstacle you encounter will you help become a 
better writer – whether it is rewriting a chapter or rethinking a character.

Writers Block

   Fly By Night by Jeanne Bowman
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It’s that time of the year. Awards time. And that means it's time to start pouring over the award-winning books that were 
published in 2016. You might not find your favorite book of the year in these lists. You might find that a book you didn’t 
like won an award. Still, you will find the books that the people in the industry found to be significant. You will find the 
books that reflect current trends. I know I’ll be studying them to learn about craft and to find out what kinds of books 
agents and editors would like to see.

http://www.ala.org/news/mediapresscenter/presskits/youthmediaawards/alayouthmediaawards

Read here to learn how Newberry winner Kelly Barnhill was “gobsmacked” when learning she’d won.

Read here to learn about Caldecott winner Javaka Steptoe’s incredible day when he won.

Read the New York Times article about the awards.

Read here to learn more about John Lewis’s graphic novel, March and it’s four awards.

Also, notice that our SCBWI – NM member Alex Diaz wrote an honor book for the Pura Belpré award honoring the 
Latino/Latina writer and illustrator whose work best portrays, affirms, and celebrates the Latino cultural experience in an 
outstanding work of literature for children and youth.

Wishing you good reading and great inspiration. Enjoy!

Get Inspired by the Best Children’s  
Literature of 2016 

Sharon Sivinski

Knights Are Crunchy and Good With Ketchup by Jeanne Bowman

The Writer at the Computer 
Screen

by Suzanna E. Henshon

Now the seconds tick by, fleeting gusts of wind.  Words march 
across the page, shadows of a story dancing like phantoms.  No 

one every explained to me that narratives never emerge onto 
the screen naturally, that I would have to tear the characters 

from my heart and force them into one dimension. As I type, I 
discover crevices where words have slipped out, places where 

sentences jumble into chaos.  I hesitate a moment before  
deleting lines, but in removing what does not work there is 

nothing left.  The story shrinks into the screen and words stare 
back at me, textures that no longer make sense.  When I look 

again, the story has disappeared entirely and I cannot  
remember what I meant to write.  Tears trickle down my 

cheeks, and I wait for the tapestry to refresh itself.  But there is 
nothing left to give, and the computer screen is the gravestone 

of my imagination.

http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/childrens/childrens-authors/article/72584-completely-gobsmacked-kelly-barnhill-on-her-2017-newbery-medal.html?utm_source=Publishers+Weekly&utm_campaign=e28eecd333-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_01_26&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0bb2959cbb-e28eecd333-305727837
http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/childrens/childrens-authors/article/72585-a-very-incredible-day-javaka-steptoe-on-his-2017-caldecott-medal.html?utm_source=Publishers+Weekly&utm_campaign=e28eecd333-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_01_26&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0bb2959cbb-e28eecd333-305727837
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/23/books/review/american-library-association-childrens-book-awards-2017.html?_r=0
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2017/01/23/npr-john-lewis-graphic-novel-wins-4-american-library-association-awards
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The Book Shelf
Connie Griffin/Bookworks Children’s Book Specialist

Bookworks will be supporting National Ambassador for Young People's Literature Gene Luen Yang's Reading Without 
Walls Month.  During April 2017 we will have events, displays and conversations to help readers expand their reading.  
April 2017 is just the beginning.  It will mark the start of an annual month long nationwide literacy event. I hope writers, 
illustrators, teachers, librarians, book clubs, and community groups will find ways to join in and help grow readers.

The platform for Yang's Ambassadorship has been the Reading Without Walls Challenge.

He has travelled the country, talking about the benefits of learning about people and the world through books.  

The Reading Without Walls program asks young people to explore the world through books by breaking down barriers and 
celebrating diversity in children's books. Specifically, it challenges readers to do one of the following: Read a book about a 
character who doesn't look like them or live like them; read a book about a topic they don't know much about; and read a 
book in a format that they don't normally read for fun, such as a chapter book, an audio book, a graphic novel, or a book in 
verse. - from a Children's Book Council news release announcing the April designation. I encourage you to visit cbcbooks.
org and ReadingWithoutWalls.com

Bookworks partnered with Macmillan Children's Publishing 
Group and the Albuquerque Academy to host a talk by Yang in 
the fall of last year.  I was honored and delighted to meet him 
and to help him help us all become diversely aware readers.  I 
think this is truly an ageless challenge.  We can all break out of 
set reading patterns. It is a chance for parents to join with their 
children to expand reading horizons.

Yang is partnering with The Children's Book Council, The 
Center for the Book in the Library of Congress, and Macmil-
lan's Children's Publishing Group to make this nationwide 
Reading Without Walls Month happen.

Birthday Wish by Monica DiBisceglie

http://www.cbcbooks.org/
http://www.cbcbooks.org/
http://read.macmillan.com/mcpg/reading-without-walls/
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What Rejections Can Tell You 
Chris Eboch/Shop Talk Coordinator  

Getting rejections may be the hardest part of a writer’s job, but understanding what they tell you could save your career. By 
studying the pattern of rejections you receive, you may identify problems – the first step toward improving.

Many writers send out submissions to 5-10 agents or editors at a time. Sending small batches means you don’t waste years 
sending out submissions one at a time, but you also don’t wipe out your entire list of possible targets at once. Save some 
targets for a second, third, or fourth round of submissions, so you can fix any problems you identify from your earlier 
rejection letters.

Since editors and agents rarely have the time to explain why they don’t want your manuscript, many of the rejections will 
be form letters. If an editor or agent’s policy is to only respond if interested, then no response also counts as a form rejec-
tion. 

After your first 5 to 10 rejections, see what they can tell you by reading between the lines. 

Query Fail

If you send a query letter and get only form rejections, you may have a problem with 
your concept or the way you’re presenting it. 

Maybe your idea doesn’t appeal because the market niche is too small. Make sure 
you’re targeting appropriate publishers, maybe those with a specific genre or region-
al focus. Or try to broaden your audience appeal. For example, if historical fiction is 
a hard sell at the moment, could you add a strong mystery or romance element?

Maybe the idea feels too familiar. If you’re writing yet another vampire novel or 
covering a common topic like the first day of school, you’ll need a really fresh take 
on the subject to stand out from other imitators.

If your manuscript isn’t currently marketable, you may need to make major revi-
sions. If you can’t fix your idea, the best thing you can do is start a new project.

When the Letter Is the Problem

On the other hand, if you've done extensive market research and you’re confident that your idea is marketable, maybe 
you’re not expressing it well. Are you starting your query by clearly sharing a catchy “hook”? Are you focused on the main 
plot and character arc, or are you getting bogged down in unnecessary details about secondary characters and subplots? If 
your idea is trendy, does your query show what makes your interpretation different?

One final possibility is that you didn’t target appropriate editors or agents. If you suspect that’s the case, do more research.

Query letters are challenging, but many resources offer help. You can also ask friends who have not read the manuscript to 
read the query and tell you what they think the story is about. See if they get a good feel for what you’re trying to convey. 

Squaaawk by Jason Androo Smith
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Good Idea, Poor Execution

If you have a strong idea and a well-written query letter, you may get a request for a partial manuscript. That’s a great sign 
that your topic is marketable. But if an agent or editor reads a few chapters and then passes, you may have a problem with 
your writing. That means more work on the writing craft. Is your opening too slow, with lots of back story and info dumps? 
Are you struggling with point of view, showing rather than telling, or pacing? Are you sure the writing is as good as you 
think it is?

Many books and websites offer writing craft lessons. A good critique group can also help, but less experienced writers may 
have trouble helping you identify problems, and even published writers are not always good teachers. Consider getting 
professional feedback, perhaps by taking classes, signing up for conference critiques, or hiring a freelance editor. 

So Close

If the agent or editor you queried likes your sample 
chapters enough to request the whole manuscript, 
that suggests your “voice” is working for them. 
If they like your idea and writing style but don't 
make an offer after seeing the entire manuscript, 
most likely you either have plot problems or the 
manuscript isn’t quite strong enough to sell well in a 
competitive market. At that point, you’re more likely 
to get specific feedback if they decide to pass on the 
manuscript. It also may simply mean that isn't the 
right agent or editor for your story, so you may want 
to keep querying before you decide to make any 
major changes.

Rejections are always painful, but think of them as 
chance to learn. You’ll lessen the sting, and maybe help 
yourself reach acceptance next time.

Help with Query Letters

The Writer’s Digest Guide To Query Letters, by Wendy Burt-Thomas 
The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Book Proposals & Query Letters by Marilyn Allen and Coleen O’Shea 
The Renegade Writer’s Query Letters That Rock: The Freelance Writer’s Guide to Selling More Work Faster, by Diana Burrell 
and Linda Formichelli 
Author and former agent Nathan Bransford has many excellent posts on query letters: http://blog.nathanbransford.com 
AgentQuery.com has advice on writing query letters, with examples of hooks: http://agentquery.com/writer_hq.aspx 
Query Shark shares hundreds of real queries critiqued by an agent: http://queryshark.blogspot.com/  
Slush Pile Tales also critiques real queries: http://slushpiletales.wordpress.com/ 
QueryTracker.net allows you to organize and track your query letters, and also to see reports of agent responses, for com-
parison: http://www.querytracker.net/

Chris Eboch writes fiction and nonfiction for all ages, with over 40 published books. Her writing craft books include You Can Write for 
Children: How to Write Great Stories, Articles, and Books for Kids and Teenagers, and Advanced Plotting. Learn more at chriseboch.
com or her Amazon page, or check out her writing tips at her Write Like a Pro! blog.

Three Baby Robins by Monica DiBisceglie

What Rejections Can Tell You

http://www.chriseboch.com/
http://www.chriseboch.com/
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Is Series Writing for You? Part One 
Linda Wilson

Authors who write series promise readers that the fun doesn't have to end, that there's more excitement to come, more adven-
ture and world's to explore, more of these lives to be lived. 

   -Karen S. Wiesner, Writing the Fiction Series: The Complete Guide for Novels and Novellas

How big is your book idea? In fiction, it might cover generations 
as in Philippa Gregory's Cousins' War and Plantagenet and Tudor 
Series, or growth of the main character which occurs in Nancy Drew 
mysteries. Have your pick of nonfiction topics that can blossom into 
a series from a single topic; series such as The Magic School Bus and 
the Body Works series: My Messy Body, My Noisy Body, etc.

If you're like me you might start small, believing your idea will be 
covered in one standalone book. That's good, as we know your book 
needs to be submitted as a standalone. My desire to expand my book 
idea into a series developed in ways I have since found to be com-
mon.

Why Turn a Perfectly Good Book into a Series?

It's easy to do:

•   Fall in love with your characters, especially the main ones, who 
have so much more life to live that you can't possibly stop now.

•   Write in a genre that lends itself to series, such as mystery, ghost 
stories, romance, westerns, historical novels, fantasy and sci fi.

•   Believe that series sell well and publishers like to buy multiple books because series attract readers.

•   Know that the groundwork in the first book will work again, and again, and again. 

•   In her book Writing the Fiction Series, Karen S. Weisner quotes author Thomas Helm: Author and reader dread the end, 
which is the test of a good novel. Why not expand it into a series?

•   Love reading series, from childhood on. If like me you love reading series books, then you thrive on the familiar feelings 
series provoke.

•   Enjoy the setting of your story and look forward to expanding on it so your characters can explore worlds, far and wide.

The list is never-ending. If you're already writing a series or are contemplating writing one, then your heart of hearts 
already knows why you want to make your book into a series. For me, this desire developed in the beginning, going from 
writing short stories to writing my book was more of an undertaking then I ever could have imagined. One of my biggest 
challenges was keeping track of the story! What was happening where and to whom! In a nutshell, story structure is what 
saved me.

What? Turn my Masterpiece into a Series? Not!

Here is a look at some of the ways to avoid the pitfalls, for there are many. You will find a way to make the pieces fit 
together. A way that works for you.

S Is For Squirrel By Melinda Beavers
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It's a good idea to:

•   Make an overall outline that shows how each novel relates to 
the others.

•   Have an overall plot plan as well as a plan for each novel.

•   Be organized. Know where your series will end. Plot a time-
line to keep track of events.

•   Choose a central conflict or premise for your series that "is 
the main tension or unknown that needs to be solved."

In Harry Potter, the central conflict is the protagonist's unfin-
ished business with the villain, Lord Voldemort. In Tolkien's 
Lord of the rings Trilogy, the central conflict is between the 
world-dominion-seeing antagonist Sauron and the elves and 
hobbits who desire peace and freedom from tyranny."  (Check 
out the entire article: nownovel.com/blog/how-to-write-book-
series/)

•   Keep track of the details and connecting threads among the 
novels in order to maintain continuity.

•   Plan for the passage of time and how your characters will age.

You might wonder, "What am I getting myself into?" I have, many times. But to help me decide what to do, I did a simple 
Google and Amazon search and found terrific information from the wonderful authors who have shared what they've 
learned. To me, that's one of the joys of writing: learning from our colleagues and sharing what we've learned.

Linda Wilson, a former elementary teacher and ICL graduate, has published over 100 articles for adults and children, and short stories for 
children. Recently, she completed Joyce Sweeney's online fiction courses, picture book course and mystery and suspense course. She has cur-
rently finished her first book, a mystery/ghost story for 7-11 year-olds, and is in the process of publishing it and moving on to new writing 
projects. Follow Linda on Facebook.

Balloon Race by Lisa Honeycutt 

Spring Canvas

By Cynthia Grady

Painted with 

yolk-yellow sunshine,

forsythia blooms

drip their excess

onto daffodils

poking up

beneath them

Series Writing

http://www.nownovel.com/blog/how-to-write-book-series/
https://www.facebook.com/linda.wilson.37017794
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Have you ever considered writing from a new perpective?  Many writ-
ers are trapped within their own life stories, unable to write outside 
what they have seen and experienced. Too often people fall into the trap 
of limiting their main character to someone who comes from a similar 
background, and life experience. What if you expanded your writing 
horizon and wrote from an entirely new perspective? 
 
Jean Auel did a fabulous job bringing Neolithic times to life through 
Ayla's perspective, and The Hunger Games is written about a futuristic 
world. Twilight is a great example of a love story unfolding around a 
young girl and vampire. The Dogs of Babylon is a tale about a man try-
ing to teach his dog to talk so that he can find out why his wife passed 
away. When you look at "hot" fiction today, very often writers are find-
ing success by writing from a unique perspective, something that could 
only be experienced in an imaginative sense. So I am advocating step-
ping outside your age group, your gender, and your life experience. Try 
stepping into a new perspective which will allow you to create wonder-
ful and innovative fiction.

 So, what exactly does it mean to write from another perspective? First 
of all, consider your own world view and how it frames your fiction. 
Where did you grow up? What was your childhood like? When you 
think back to your earliest memories, you'll begin to see that childhood, 

to a certain degree, is defined by the time, space, and place in which you lived. You will discover that some elements of 
childhood are universal, while other parts are very personal. 

Now, start to think about what being young would feel like 
from another perspective. Think about whether you can give 
the reader an experience unlike any other. And consider tak-
ing an imaginative and creative journey to another place and 
time.  What kind of childhood would you like to have?  You can 
choose whatever you want to be, in your own new story.

Before you hit the keyboard, it is critical to think about why 
you've chosen to write from another perspective. To justify 
jumping into a new view, think about whether you could tell 
this story through different voices, or whether it can only be 
experienced in a particular place or time.

 Here are some exercises to get you started.

 •   Close your eyes and imagine being someone else. Think 
beyond the character, to the story that will drive the action 
forward.  What is the piece going to be about?

 •   Consider writing from an unusual perspective, whether it is 
the voice of a gladiator or a robot or even a young cyborg. You 
want to give your readers an experience unlike any other, and 
the universe is the only limit on your imagination.

Write from a New Perspective
Suzanna E. Henshon, Ph.D.

Tacos by Jason Androo Smith

        Wheelchair Kid by Monica DiBisceglie
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•   Imagine the different world view you'd have if you were born on Mars - or spent your childhood training to fight lions 
and tigers - or grew up as a half-human/robot child. Or if you lived in the Jurassic period or were a passenger on a UFO. It 
doesn't matter what you decide to be; just get outside your comfort zone.

•   Let this new voice flow naturally upon the page. Don't worry about a storyline; you simply need to let the narrator speak 
to you - and to feel the flow of dialogue and perspective.

•   Fall into a stream-of-consciousness. Don't allow your inner critic to interfere with your creative voice. It's important to 
just let the narrator's voice stretch across the page.

•   Allow your imagination to cross-fertilize. The narrator's voice should flow through your mind, and the story should 
emerge holistically upon the page. If this doesn't happen, you may need to create a story arc that will entice young readers.

Make sure the voice is authentic. Does the voice work? Is the narrator believable? Is the story logical? If there are too many 
inauthentic details, you will lose credibility with young readers.

Consider why your narrator is unique and powerful. Don't allow her to whine all the time, or to fall into the thinking 
patterns of an older person. In order to appeal to young readers, you need to create a unique voice, a narration unlike any 
others. The character must be consistent but also dynamic and moving. Does it sound difficult? It can be. But if you allow 
your imagination to unwind, you never know what will happen. 

Maybe you'll touch magic!

Skiing by Geysers

by Sharon Sivinski

Slide-glide and silence, my billowing breath;

we’re skiing by geysers in snowy white Yellowstone. 

Underground magma makes water get hotter 

and hotter and hotter till finally it starts to

ESCAPE! 

Bubbling up higher and higher through rock cracks

it finds itself free and it bursts into steam.

“Whoosh,” it says. 

“Wow,” I say.

Then silence falls,

while underground magma starts working more magic.

Skiing by Geysers by Sharon Sivinski

Write From a New Perspective
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Informational/educational:

muddycolors.blogspot.com A feast of knowledge about being an artist, creating art, and art resources. Caters to the fan-
tasy and editoral crowd, but still a great resource, especially for questions about painting. 

ine-of-action.com a practice tool. Choose your subject and time and do gesture and life drawing studies at home from 
your computer. 

sketchbookskool.com online classes that teach you how to unleash your inner artist through your sketchbook. 

tutsplus.com Tutorials on a variety of creative subjects, especially Adobe Suite tutorials. 

illustrationdept.com Online Professional Development from Guiseppe Castellano, Executive Art Director at Penguin 
Random House

modernthrive.com Online classes for illustrators

For Pep-Talks and Existential Crises:

creativemornings.com Inspiring talks by various guests. Good way to start the morning

99u.com Caters to more of the designer crowd, but still a great resource. 

allthewonders.com Podcast from Matthew Winner, Super Librarian. Also check out  The Picturebooking Podcast

blog.picturebookmakers.com A blog about picture book makers! 

kidlitartists.blogspot.com Artists that have experienced the SCBWI Conferences have come together to write helpful 
articles on this blog. 

See other links to resources at the NMSCBWI Illustrators facebook group here

Internet resources 
for illustrators 

Lighthouse by Jason Androo Smith

The Writer

By Suzanna E. Henshon

Juanita sweeps her hair into an orchestra of threads, while a frown 
burrows her forehead. If she thinks any longer, she will melt into the 
desert.  She has seen the world pass by and failed to capture it with 
words.  Yet she cannot close her eyes and let her story burn.  Ghost 
children prance through her dreams, begging her to craft their spirits 
into her text. 

"I can never bring you to life," she says, sweeping her hair back into a 
ponytail.  She feels the birth of this story, but it is beyond her fingers.  
One day these children will come alive.  Today Juanita is haunted by 
voices waiting to speak.

http://muddycolors.blogspot.com/
https://line-of-action.com/
http://sketchbookskool.com/
https://tutsplus.com/
https://illustrationdept.com/
http://modernthrive.com/
https://creativemornings.com/
http://99u.com/
http://www.allthewonders.com/
http://blog.picturebookmakers.com/
kidlitartists.blogspot.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/481933698660858/?ref=bookmarks
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Volunteers: 
REGIONAL ADVISOR 

Michele Hathaway Tuton 
newmexico@scbwi.org

ASSISTANT REGIONAL ADVISOR 
Shirley Duke 

newmexico-ara@scbwi.org

ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR  
Melinda Beavers 

newmexico-ic@scbwi.org

ELERTS 
Sharon Sivinski 

scbwi.nm.elerts@gmail.com

SHOP TALK COORDINATOR (ABQ) 
Chris Eboch 

chriseboch@members.authorsguild.net

NEWSLETTER EDITOR    
Jeanne Bowman  

scbwinmnewsletter@gmail.com

SANTA FE SUPPORTIQUE 
Paige Grant, Facilitator 

paigeanna@comcast.net

Submit to the Newsletter! 

Thank you for your Submissions! 

Editors note:  While all the information in our newsletter is accurate to the best of our knowledge, always double-check!   
SCBWI New Mexico cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.  We are always interested in upcoming info, news from 
members, articles, anything that space (and good taste) permits.  Feel free to email information or comments to Jeanne Bowman at  

scbwinmnewsletter@gmail.com. 

Please send any articles, news, and artwork to:  
scbwinmnewsletter@gmail.com 

For ease of editing, please submit within the following 
guidelines: 

Writing: 
•Please submit documents within a word processor  
document: MS Word, Pages, or similar as an attachment 
with your email.  
•Please do not include large articles as the text of an email 
as they are difficult to grab, copy and paste.  
•Please limit articles to 1,000 words, or roughly 3 pages of 
text.  
•File names should follow this format:  
First_Lastname_Titleofarticle_monthyeardate  
(ex: Jeanne_Bowman_AStoryIWrote_0416)

Art: 
•Please submit your artwork as a 72 dpi JPG image no 
larger than 8.5X11in.  
•Please crop images so there aren’t any  borders. 
•File names should follow this format:  
First_Lastname_Titleofartwork_monthyear 


